
 
Dear All, 
 
I am sitting here in the church.  It is 8:45 am.  Usually at this time, we have probably just finished Mass 
and are talking outside, heading to our cars to go home.  Possibly some of you would be heading to the 
Palms for breakfast.  Today the church is almost empty.  There are two people here now.  There were 
two others earlier.  All came by to pray and all are practicing social distancing from each other and me. 
 
As I sit here, I imagine you all are  present.  It is somewhat easy because I told you once that people sit in 
the same place each week. God help the visitor who comes by and sits in your spot.  So, I see you with 
eyes of faith, gathered with me around the altar at whichever Mass you usually attend. To my left from 
the altar I are Francis Smith right up front.  These days he is often joined there with Dale, Len Forrence, 
and Doctor Reilly towards the back on that side is Gwen Topper and Tony, and sometimes Tanya, their 
daughter and her family are close but.  Sometimes they sit on the other side.  Mike Lind and his family are 
way in the back.  Mike is probably worried about how the flowers look.  It’s Lent, Mike!  There are no 
flowers. In that same area the Orner’s are present.  Towards the center on the other side sit Elaine Schmidt 
and Tish Enright and close behind them are the Samuelson, the Kraus’ and McGlade’s. The Briggs are off 
to my right.  Not far behind them are the Legare’s, although the girls might be  in the Choir loft.  Joe Ritz 
is up there at the organ with his mom at the mic. 
 
At 8 am, I have Francis who is right back up front and his daughter Margot towards the back.  Ed and Mary 
Buchheit are a pew or two behind Francis and the Ilko’s  are close behind them. Mary Myers and Mike are 
not far behind them.  The Smith’s are up front on my right, the Hallinan’s as well.  There are grandchildren 
with them, so you just never know.  The Goodman’s are toward the center,  Joan Tracey is over on my 
right. 
 
At 10:30 am, I have the Field family right in front of me, except for Lindsay who hustles to the back with 
Layton (the smaller version). The Kapriva’s are in the back to my left The Castaldi’s in the center.  
Tom Wilhide is up towards the front.  Dick Kidwell is in the Francis Smith pew.  Bob Seidel is in the center 
and Sandy is with him, if I have not put her to work.  Denny and Elaine Ebaugh are over to the right, 
wondering if I will embarrass them.  Jan DiIulio is up at the organ. 
 
My Communion with the Lord is also a Communion with all of you, whether your name was mentioned or 
not.  Because we are in Communion with the Lord, we are in Communion with one another.  This is not 
just a Communion on Sunday morning.  Each day and every place that we go we are a Community of faith, 
hope and love.  St. Paul tells us that the greatest of these is love. 
 
In his love, 
 
Fr. Marty 
 


